Maywood Chemical Company Superfund Site

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

Operable Unit 2 - Groundwater

Document Number

GW-003
U.S. Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723

Attention: Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration Division

Subject: Maywood Site - Results of Westerly Brook Remedial Investigation Data Gap Sampling

Dear Ms. Cange:

Enclosed for your signature is a letter to Mr. Jeffrey Gratz of EPA Region II. This letter transmits the results of the Westerly Brook data gap sampling for the Maywood site remedial investigation. This report includes a brief discussion of the findings, summary tables, and complete data tables for the sampling event. This letter is located under file number 1113.rtn in the Q-directory.

If you have any questions, please call me at 6-4718 or Ken Barry at 6-5207.

Very truly yours,

M. E. Redmon
Project Manager - FUSRAP

MER: rtn: 1112
Enclosure: Letter to Mr. Jeffrey Gratz w/ enclosures

See Administrative Record Document # MISS-051